Monday -- March 19 (Pre-Conference)

12:00 PM - 7:00 PM
George Washington University Libraries -- Room 702


12:00 PM - 1:30 PM -- Session I: Welcome & Keynote Speech

Welcoming Remarks
Geneva Henry, Dean of Libraries & Academic Innovation
George Washington University

Opening remarks
Jim Cheng, CEAL President, C.V. Starr East Asian Library Director
Columbia University

The World Wants Interoperability: NISO & Community-driven Standards
Nettie Lagace, Associate Director for Programs
National Information Standards Organization (NISO)

Development of National Standards for Electronic Resources in China and the US
Long Xiao, Deputy Director
Peking University Library

1:30 PM - 1:45 PM -- Break
1:45 PM - 3:25 PM -- Session II: Digital Resources - Management, Discovery, and Beyond


The Understanding of KBART Recommended Practice
Xiaoxia Yao
Peking University Library

PIE-J: The Presentation & Identification of E-Journals
Jiali Xiang
Xiamen University Libraries

The Norm of Balancing of Interests for Open Resource Licensing: NISO ALI
Jing Zhang
Xi’an Jiaotong University

Standard for Demand Driven Acquisitions: the Development of NISO DDA
Shi Deng
UC San Diego Libraries

3:25 PM - 3:40 PM -- Break

3:30 PM - 5:20 PM -- Session III: Digital Resources - Use, Evaluation and Beyond

Collaborative Approaches to the eBook Metadata Lifecycle:
Alistair Morrison, Library Applications Manager
Johns Hopkins University Libraries

Study on NISO Transfer Code of Practice under Digital Publishing Environment and Its Relevance for China:
Huiling Zheng
Library of Renmin, University of China

The Development and Application of Z39. 50 in China:
Jingjing Wang
Peking University Library

Introduction to Altmetrics:
Xiaotong Wang
University of Oregon

Digital Resources Usage Statistics Services in DRAA: Approach, Outcomes & Lessons Learned:
Ye Lan
Shenzhen University Library

3:30 PM - 5:20 PM -- Wrap-up

Wrap-up Session
Bie-Hwa Ma
UC San Diego

5:30 PM - 7:00 PM -- Dinner
Council of East Asian Libraries
2018 Annual Conference - Washington D.C.

Tuesday – March 20 (Pre-Conference @ GW University Libraries)

8:30 AM - 12:45 PM
George Washington University Libraries -- Churchill Center (Room 101)

Committee on Technical Processing (CTP): CEAL Cataloging Workshop

8:30 AM - 9:30 AM -- Check-in & Light Breakfast

9:30 AM - 12:00 PM -- Presentations

RDA 3R Project: Status Report
Kate James (Library of Congress)

NACO Updates
Jessalyn Zoom (Library of Congress)

10:15 AM - 11:30 PM -- CJK Best Practices: Group Discussions

CJK NACO Best Practices
Shi Deng
UC San Diego

CJK numerals -- CTP & Numeral Subgroup of Japanese Romanization Working Group
Keiko Suzuki
Charlene Chou
New School
U. Washington

CJK Demographic and Genre Terms -- SAC Subcommittee on Faceted Vocabularies
Lia Contursi
Charlene Chou
Columbia Law
U. Washington

Reports from ERMB Cooperative Cataloging Project for eResources, CJK CONSER Funnel Project
Bie-Hwa Ma
Charlene Chou
UC San Diego
U. Washington

Best practices: CJK Serials Title Changes
Charlene Chou
U. Washington

12:00 PM - 12:45 PM -- Light Lunch Provided
12:00 PM - 5:00 PM
George Washington University Libraries (Room 219)


12:00 PM-1:15 PM -- Lunch and Welcoming Remarks

1:15-2:15 -- Presentations

NCC’s First 25 Years
Victoria Lyon Bestor, Former NCC Executive Director

Kristina Troost, Head, International and Area Studies
Duke University

Tokiko Bazzell, Head, Japan Studies Librarian
University of Hawaii at Manoa Library

2:15 PM – 3:15 PM -- Current Activities

ILL/DD  Interlibrary Loan & Document Delivery
DRC   Digital Resources Committee
IUP   Image Use Protocol
LPDWG Library Professional Development Working Group
MVS   Multi-Volume Sets
CCDWG Cooperative Collection Development Working Group
JAC   Japan Art Catalog

3:15 PM - 3:45 PM -- Break and Refreshments

The Next Decade of Information Resource Sharing in Japanese Studies: Celebrating NCC’s Past and Envisioning the Future
Keynote: Robert Campbell, Director  Tara McGowan  Setsuko Noguchi
National Institute of Japanese Literature  NCC executive director  NCC Chair

1:00 PM - 2:50 PM
George Washington University Libraries -- Churchill Center (Room 101)

Electronic Resources Metadata Best Practices (ERMB): Conformance & Compliance: Ensuring the Standards Engine is Running

Nettie Lagace, Associate Director for Programs
National Information Standards Organization (NISO)
3:00 PM - 4:00 PM
George Washington University Libraries -- Churchill Center (Room 101)

**OCLC CJK User Group Meeting**

- **Opening Remarks & Election Results**
  Dongyun Ni, Chinese Studies Librarian
  University of Hawaii at Manoa Library

- **OCLC Updates**
  Nathan Putnam, Director, Metadata Quality, Global Product Management
  OCLC

4:00 PM - 7:00 PM
George Washington University Libraries (Room 708)

**George Washington University Libraries Open House**

5:00 PM - 7:00 PM
George Washington University Libraries (Room 702)

**CEAL Reception, RSVP Only**
Wednesday, March 21 (@ the Washington Marriott Wardman Park)

8:00 AM - 9:50 AM
Park Tower 8226

**CEAL Executive Board Meeting 1 (CEAL EB members only)**

10:00 AM - 5:00 PM
Roosevelt Room 1 & 2

**CEAL Plenary: New trends in East Asian Collection Development and Services**

10:00 AM - 10:20 AM

**Business Plenary**

10:20 AM - 11:10 AM

**Presidential Panel**

- Libraries “Building Resources Through Building Global Partnerships”
  - Geneva Henry, Dean of Libraries and Academic Innovation
  - George Washington University

- Making as Inquiry: Re-Envisioning Japan as Faculty-Library Collaboration
  - Joanne Bernardi, Professor of Japanese & Film and Media Studies
  - Department of Modern Languages & Cultures, University of Rochester

11:15 AM-12:00 AM

**Vice President Panel**

- Ithaka S + R Research Project: Supporting Research Across East Asian Studies: Findings from a Large-Scale Qualitative Study

  **Panelists:**
  - Xiang Li (U. of Colorado Boulder)
  - Hyokyoung Yi (U. of Washington)
  - Xiuying Zou (Claremont Colleges)

12:00 PM - 1:20 PM

**Lunch Break**
1:30 PM - 2:50 PM

**CEAL/Mellon Innovative Grant-Supported Projects Panel**

**Introduction**
Ellen Hammond, Co-Principal Investigator, Innovation Grants for East Asian Librarians

**Part I -- Creating Reference Tools**

**From Curation of Collection to Creation of Knowledge: Building a Bilingual Dictionary of Ming Government Office Titles through Crowdsourcing**
Ying Zhang, Research Librarian for Asian Studies
University of California-Irvine

**Japanese Multi-Volume Sets Discoverability Improvement Project**
Azusa Tanaka, Japanese Studies Librarian
University of Washington

**Part II -- Creating Digital Collections for Long-Term Access**

**The Memory Project**
Luo Zhou, Chinese Studies Librarian
Duke University

**Recording the Emerging Chinese Civil Society**
Jidong Yang, Head, East Asia Library  Zhaohui Xue, Chinese Studies Librarian
Stanford University  Stanford University

**Blogging and Microblogging: Preserving Non-Official Voices in China’s Anti-Corruption Campaign**
Yunshan Ye, East Asian Studies Librarian  Justin Littman, Software Developer and Librarian
Johns Hopkins University  George Washington University

**Part III -- Panel Discussion: Grant Management and the East Asian Studies Librarian**

2:55 PM - 3:45 PM

**Different archival processing and access approaches of the biggest Chinese and Japanese Film Studies Archives at UC Berkeley and Columbia**

The Fonoroff Chinese Film Studies Collection: History, Strengths, Processing, Preservation, and Access
Peter Zhou, Susan Xue, Haiqing Lin, Deborah Rudolph
UC Berkeley

Unhidden the Makino Collection/Archive on History of Japanese Cinema with the CLIR Grant Support
Jim Cheng, Ria-Koopmans-Debruijn, Sarah Elman
Columbia University
3:55 PM - 5:00 PM

**CEAL Poster Session, Organized by Committee on Public Services**

**Outreaching: A Critical Junction of East Asian Studies Librarians and Academic Programs**
Xi Chen, Hyo Jin Moon (UC San Diego)

**Supporting Computational Text Analysis in East Asian Studies**
Yao Chen (U. Minnesota), Xiang Li (U. Colorado Boulder)

**Collaboratively Making More CJK E-resources Discoverable and Shareable**
Charlene Chou (U. Washington), Bie-hwa Ma (UC San Diego)

**Pacific Conversations: Collecting East Asian Archives in Southern California**
Rebecca Corbett, Joy Kim, Kenneth Klein, Tang Li (USC)

**From Reading to Producing Books: Extensive Reading Activities in the Academic Library**
Sharon Domier, Yuki Yoshimura, Hisako Kobayashi (U. Massachusetts)

**Creating Digital Exhibit by Collaboration with Japanese Studies Faculty**
Charles Exley, Gabrielle Queen Lee, Alexander Lee Sanford, Hiroyuki N. Good (U. Pittsburgh)

**Make It Happen: Collaborative Efforts to Expand UVA's Japanese Buddhism Collection**
Rong Fu (U. Virginia)

**How East Asian Technical Services Librarians Can Support Digital Humanities Project**
Haiqin Lin and Naomi Shiraishi (UC Berkeley)

**Exploring and Inspiring through Library Treasures: an Educational Initiative at Asia Collection, UHM Library**
Dongyun Ni, Tokiko Y. Bazzell (U. Hawaii)

**New Chinese Geographic Names Resources**
Stella Tang (UC Berkeley)

**Introduction of Individual Chinese Digital Resources**
Anlin Yang (U. Iowa)

**Digitizing Japanese Rare Books from 18th-19th Centuries**
Reiko Yoshimura (Smithsonian)

5:00 PM - 6:50 PM

**Dinner Break**

7:00 PM - 8:00 PM
Park Tower 8226

**Small Collections Roundtables**
Committee on Chinese Materials (CCM): Unique Resources on Modern Chinese Studies – Collection and Processing

Chinese Archival and Special Collections at Columbia University: Toward Sustainable Growth and Effective Service
Chengzhi Wang
C. V. Starr East Asian Library, Columbia University

The Development of Open Access Platform for HSS in China: NCPSSD
Lan Wang
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences Library

Chinese Public Health Campaign in Lantern Slides 1950s-1970s: A Digitization and Online Exhibit Project
Yunshan Ye
Johns Hopkins University Library

Enhancing the Discovery of Chinese Special Resources through Quality Metadata
Charlene Chou
University of Washington Libraries

Shanghai Library's Latest E-resources - Chinese & English Newspaper of Modern China
Lorelei Dai
CNBKSY, Shanghai Library

Building the Chinese Dance Collection: Resources, Collaboration, and Outreach
Liangyu Fu
Asia Library, University of Michigan
Thursday, March 22 (@ the Washington Marriott Wardman Park)

8:00 AM - 9:00 AM
McKinley

Executive Board Meeting II (EB Members Only)

8:30 AM - 5:30 PM
Roosevelt Room 1 & 2

CEAL (Committee Programs)

9:00 AM - 10:00 AM
Roosevelt Room 1 & 2

Committee on Public Services: The Changing Face of Public Services in East Asia Studies

Welcome Remarks: New Modes of Outreach and Public Service that are being Developed in light of the Changing Role of the University Libraries.
Jade Atwill, CPS Chair
Penn State University

Ladder to the Moon: Helping International Students Moving Forward Outside the Classroom Through the BU Libraries Special Services
Julie Wang
Binghamton University

Emergent Digital Scholarship Initiatives and Services at the UC San Diego Library: Focus on East Asia
Victoria Chu, Xi Chen
University of California San Diego

Digital and Data Initiatives at the University of Michigan's Asia Library
Liangyu Fu, Yunah Sung, Keiko Yokota-Carter
University of Michigan

10:15 AM - 11:15 AM
Roosevelt Room 1 & 2

Committee on Technical Processing (CTP): Providing Quality Metadata for Diverse Collections

Welcome Remarks and Updates
Charlene Chou, CTP Chair
University of Washington
When the Subjects of Metadata Embraces the Statistical Learning  
Anlin Yang  
University of Iowa  

Beyond Library's Catalog: Providing Metadata for Magario Family Diary Collection  
Mieko Mazza  
Stanford University  

Automatic Generation of Bibliographic Records for Korean DVDs  
Hyoungbae Lee  
Princeton University  

Best Practice Reminders for Cataloging Chinese Minority-Language Materials  
Lauran R. Hartley  
Columbia University  

11:30 AM - 12:30 AM  
Roosevelt Room 1 & 2  

Committee on Korean Materials (CKM): Research Trends and Resource Materials on North Korea in North America  

Welcoming Remarks: Research Trends and Resource Materials on North Korea in North America  
Jae-Yong Chang CKM Chair  
UC Berkeley  

Research Trends and Resource Materials on North Korea  
Andre Schmid, Professor & Chair, Department of East Asian Studies  
University of Toronto  

Library of Congress Resource Materials on North Korea  
Sonya S. Lee, Korea Reference Specialist  
Library of Congress  

12:30 AM - 2:00 PM  

Lunch Break  

2:00 PM - 3:00 PM  
Roosevelt Room 1 & 2  

Committee on Chinese Materials (CCM): Special Resources and Approaches on Modern and Contemporary China Studies  

From Collecting, Preserving and Serving to Creating – Exploring Librarians’ New Role: CR/10 Case  
Haihui Zhang, Yue Xu  
East Asian Library, University of Pittsburgh
Special Resources Databases on Modern & Contemporary China  
Zhen Cheng  
National Library of China

Researching Politics and Policy with Chinese Documentary Sources  
Prof. Kristen Looney  
Edmund A. Walsh School of Foreign Service, Georgetown University

Archiving Hong Kong Social and Political Events in Canada  
Jack Leong, Richard Charles Lee  
Canada-Hong Kong Library, University of Toronto

What do we need now? Highlights of CCM's 2017 Summer Workshops in Beijing  
Jianye He  
C. V. Starr East Asian Library, UC Berkeley

2:00 PM-5:00 PM  
Cleveland 2

Korean Collections Consortium of North America – KCCNA (KCCNA members only)

3:15 PM-4:15 PM  
Roosevelt Room 1 & 2


Welcoming Remarks  
Fabiano Rocha, CJM Chair  
University of Toronto Libraries

Collecting and Making Available Materials Related to the Occupation of Japan  
Takahiko Narihara, Reference Librarian  
National Diet Library of Japan

FAQs on the Gordon W. Prange Collection  
Yukako Tatsumi, Curator, Gordon W. Prange Collection  
University of Maryland, College Park

Constructing a Comprehensive Scope of Allied Occupation Resources  
Yukako Tatsumi  
Tokiko Bazzell  
Keiko Yokota-Carter  
U. of Maryland  
U. of Hawaii at Manoa  
U. of Michigan

4:30 PM - 5:30 PM  
Roosevelt Room 1 & 2

Committee on Technical Processing: Panel discussion: LC BIBFRAME Updates: Pilot 2 for Non-Roman Scripts

Panelists:  
Paul Frank  
Cooperative & Instructional Programs Division, LoC

Jodi Williamschen  
Network Development & MARC Standards Office, LoC

Roger Kohn  
Asian & Middle Eastern Division, LoC
Library Technology Committee and Membership Committee Joint Session: “CJK Searching and Discovery: Recent Developments and Future Directions”

Welcome Remarks
Tang Li, CLT Chair
University of Southern California

Solutions and findings from the CJK search and discovery enhancement project in Stanford University’s SearchWorks
Mieko Mazza, Japanese Technical Services Librarian
Stanford University

Summon and Overcoming Challenges with CJK and Relevance
Brent Cook
Lead Software Developer for Summon
ProQuest
Kazuaki Maeda
Director of Product Management for Discovery
ProQuest

Open-source OCR: Tesseract and East Asian Languages
Mark Ravina, Professor of History
Emory University

NCC Open Meeting: The Next Decade of Information Resource Sharing in Japanese Studies: Celebrating NCC’s Past and Envisioning the Future

Keynote
Dr. Robert Campbell, Director
(National Institute of Japanese Literature)